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Abstract

Electron beam bunch compression directly from
photocathode RF gun injector was experimentally
observed at the Brookhaven Accelerator Test Facility
(ATF).  The analysis is presented in this report shows
that, the configuration of transverse space-charge
emittance compensation photoinjecotor can also be
operated in bunch length compression mode for modest
amount charge (<1.0 nC), i.e., longitudinal emittance
compensation.  For a constant laser energy, the electron
beam bunch length almost linearly decrease with the RF
gun phase, and  the compression ratio as large as factor of
30 was experimentally observed for a 40 pC charge.  We
also discuss the effect of electron beam bunching inside
the RF gun on the transverse emittance, and compared
with experimental results.

1  INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, there is tremoundous interest in
ualtra -short electron beam production for high energy
linear collider, free electron laser , laser accelerators and
many other applications[1-4].  Sub-picosecond electron
beam can be generated either using the femntosecond
laser or magnetic bunch compression, but they are either
limited by the total charge or the emittance growth.  In
this report, we further elucidate a technique using 10
picosecond laser driven photocathode RF gun injector for
subpicosecond electron beam generation.

The electron beam micro-bunching in the
photocathode RF gun injector was experimental observed
at the Brookhaven Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) [5].
The ATF photocathode RF gun injector was designed for
transverse space-charge emittance compensation[8].  It
consists of a 1.6 cell RF gun mounted on the emittance
compensation solenoid magnet, followed by a drift
distance and two sections of SLAC type traveling wave
linac. The photocathode RF gun injector is driven by a 10
± 2 ps (FWHM) frequency quadrupoled Nd: Yag laser
system.  We will show in the following sections, that  the
photocathode RF gun injector designed for the space-
charge emittance compensation can be very efficient
operated as buncher for sub-picosecond electron beam
generation.  We will present latest experimetal results,
and discuss the effect of electron beam bunching inside
the RF gun on the transverse emittance, and compared
with experimental results.

2  LONGITUDINAL EMITTANCE
COMPENSATION

Fig. 1 is the schematic of the layout of space-charge
emittance compensation photocathode RF gun injector.
Though several authors [1,6,7,9] studied electron beam
bunching process inside the RF gun, the roles of the
solenoid magnet, drift distance and linac were not
discussed.  When the space-charge emittance
compensation photocathode RF gun injector operated in
the small launch phases, the electron beam bunch length
can be significantly shorter than the driving laser pulse
length (for modest amount charge).  The electron beam
bunch lenghth compression process can be divided into
four stages:

Fig.1 Schematic layout of emittance compensation
injector.

Initial launching  and expansion:  For a t ps long
laser pulse, the initial electron beam pulse length is much
shorter than t ps  for the initial t ps time interval because
the electrons come out photocathode are nonrelativistic.
For example, for a peak field of 100 MV/m on the
cathode, the electron beam bunch length after initial laser
pulse during tion is about one sixth of the laser pulse
length.

After the inital stage, the electron beam will expand
because the head of the bunch moving faster than the tail
becaused it gains more energy.  This process usually last
several laser pulse duration.

RF compression inside the RF gun cavity:  For
electron beam launches in small RF phase, the tail of the
beam gains energy faster than the head.  There are several
paper discuss the bunch lenght compression inside the RF
gun[1,6,7,9] cuased by the RF force.  For normalize field

a = eE/mc2 k rnage between 1 and 4, reference 9 gives a
analytical expression for ratio of electron beam bunch
length change Dl to the laser pulse lenghth llaser
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Fig.2 shows that the bunch lenght of the electron
beam is almost linearly decrease with the electron beam
launch phase[6].  The relative energy spread of the beam
also almost linearly increase with the decreasing phasing
after the launching phase below the phase f 0 which

corresponding to  the electron beam exit phase  p/2.

Fig.2  Electron beam bunch lenghth and energy spread as
function of the launching phase for a 2.5 ps laser pulse.

Drift space bunch compression:  Solenoid magnet
plays an important role in transverse phase realignment in
space charge emittance compensation photocathode RF
gun injector, and hence achieaving the emittance
compensation.  If the injector to be operated as a bunch
compressor,  solenoid magnet is critical in preserving and
further compress the electron beam to achieave sub-
picosecon bunch length.  The electron beam bunch lenght
change in the drift space can be express as,
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The first term represent bunch lengthening. For a 1 mm,
radius laser spot, the beam divergence x’ at gun exit is
about 10 mrad. After one meter drift distance (roughly
the drift distance between the gun and linac), bunch

lengthed about 0.3 ps due to the beam divergence.  The
focusing of the solenoid magnet reduce the beam
diverence about a factor of  3 to 5, this reduce the bunch
lengthening caused by the beam divergence to less than
30 fs.  The second term  of Eq. 3 is negligible.  For a 10
ps laser pulse, the energy spread of the electron beam is
about 5 percent when beam was launched in the small
phase, this will leads to about 1.5 ps bunch lenght
reduction in the drift space.  For a 10 ps laser pulse,
electron bunch length can be easily reduce by factor of 3
to 4 inside the gun (if psace charge effect is small), so the
bunch lenght of the e-beam at gun exit is about 3 to 2 ps,
and after further bunch compression in the drift distance,
sub-picosecond electron beam can be generated with
modest charge.  Our experiment confirmed above
analysis [5].  We have experimentally measured 370 fs
(FW) electron beam with 40 pC charge.

Longitudinal emittance compensation through linac:
The linac plays very similar role for longitudinal
emittance compensation as for transverse space-charge
emittance compensation.  It reduces space charge effects
and preserve the electron beam bunch lenghth.  As
electron beam is accelerated through linac, followings are
realized,
1. Further bunch length reduction on the order of 5 to

10% caused by the early injection due to the relative
low energy from the RF gun (g < 10).

2. Space charge reduction as 1/g
2 .

3. Energy spread will be reduction as 1/g, and the final
energy spread will  be determined by the bunch

lenghth(Dl 2 /8) and the wake field.

Summarize 1 to 3, after linac acceleration, the short
bunch lenghth was preserved, and achieve smaller energy
spread (assume will be dominated by the bunch effect),
hence longitudinal emittance compensation.
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Fig. 3  Electron beam bunch length as function of the RF
gun phase for 3 electric fields.

The electron beam bunch lenghth was measured for
three electric fields at different RF phases (Fig.3).  It
confirmed basic features predicted in out discussion. One
interesting feature should be pointed out that,the
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experiments was carried out for a constant laser energy,
and it seems no space-effect was observed as bunch was
compressed.  This can be explained by the Schottky
effect.

3  DISCUSSION

Just as any bunch compressor, there are many debunching
effects in a photocathode RF gun injector.  Directly
borrow from the analysis from reference 1, the
bunchlenghthening caused by the beam emittance inside
the RF gun can be reduced  much less than 100 fs.  Space
charge effect will limit the photocathode RF gun injector
operating as a bunch compressor in modest charge (<1.0
nC).  We have observed recently significant bunch
comrpression for a charge of 0.7 nC for a peak current of
160 A (Fig.4).
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Fig.4  Electron beam charge distribution for 0.7 nC
charge, bunch compression  is about a facot of 2.5
comparing the laser pulse.

Since the most applications require not only short
bunch, but also the high-brightness. The emittance of the
compressed beam as the function of  the RF gun phase
were measured for two RF injectos [5,11]. The result is
reproduced in Fig. 5 [11].  One of the most interesting
feature is the nonlinear  emittance decrease with the RF
gun phase. The measurements were performed with a
constant laser energy, so the charge in the beam decrease
almost  linearly with the RF gun phase  due to Schottky
effect. To the first order, the space charge effect remains
roughly constant. Eletron beam produced by the RF gun
acquires most its transverse momentum, hence its RF
emittance at the exit of the RF gun [10].  As electron
beam bunch lenghth was compressed inside the gun, the
quadratic dependency of the RF emittance on the bunch
length qualitatively agrees with the measurement.
Calculated RF emittance [12] using our beam parameters

is about one order magnitude smaller than the measured
value.  This means meausred emittance was dominated by
the space charge effect, which we pointed out earlier
should remain roughly constant.  The physics lies in the
correlation between the RF emittance and space induced
emittance [12].  It is well known that space charge
emittance growth will be minimized for smaller beam in
the transport line. Silimar argument applied for space
charge emittance growth inside the RF gun.
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Fig.5  Normalize RMS emittance as function of the the
RF gun phase for a constant laser energy.
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